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Committee Meets on Class Schedule
Additional Friday Classes Imminent

by Midlael Flanigan .

"I walked in, on the problem
and decided' to.do what I could
about it." The problem? The
"gridu which determines _when
--:-----,-----,---':-:-'::::::::
most of Baruch's classes begin
and end every weekday. The
speaker: Professor Norman W.
Storer, Vice-Chairman of the
Faculty Senate for Educational
Policy.
With this purpose in mind, Dr.
Storer has embarked on an attempt to alleviate some of the
:~ : :_:. . ·:.:Y:r+.t/~f!>.::\~·~t/:;:
problems faced by students and"",}:",'}'
faculty this fall under the current
'grid.
Storer begant the project with a
small survey of students' and
faculty members' schedules and
':of their relativesatisfaetionwith
.,'
..ibem...A.itheuah,he-had.~ for '.,
-2,.,: '''':'S;~Pks ':0; 300' ~ts~an(f ·tSO·~
-_.- .-.. ,faaH~.,-his- fiAdiD~ sg,-far--are-- ~,!:<
based on 174 student and -. 5 1
Prof. Norman Storer chairs new scheduling committee ~ pbofo by Joe Pazos
faculty questionnaires.
He reports that5l percent of of 35 juniors, and 59 percent of five-day schedules. Overall,
Storer points out that perhaps the
the students are either "very" or 22 seniors report as much sat- Storer finds that just over half of
students' dislike of this weekday
"somewhat" satisfied with their isfaction.
all the students surveyed have a
is due in part to the apparent
schedules, and 80 percent of the
When asked about what they five-day schedule this fall.
paucity of classes offered on Fric: faculty expresses the same feeling.
could consider an "ideal" class
Friday seems to be the day most
day. Of 59 students who come to
By class, 62 percent of 58 fresh- schedule, half of all students said students and Faculty would like
Baruch at least one day of the
men record positive satisfaction they would prefer three days of to avoid if possible, although
week for only one class, about
(which may be attributed to early classes per week, even though
registration for incoming fresh- those with four-day schedules this
men). By contrast, only 39 per- fall tend to be more satisfied that
cent of 58 sophomores, 49 percent those with either three-day or

half of them report having this
problem on Friday.
Only 42 percent of these
students are even "somewhat"
satisfied with their schedules, as
compared to 56 percent of those
who have -at least two classes-each
day they are at the College.
Another important contribution to student dissatisfaction is
the presence of lengthy gaps between classes. While only 40 percent of the 89 students who have
at least 90 minutes gap, or
mo!e (not counting Thursdays)
are positively satisfied' with their
schedules, 63 percent of the remaining 78 students without such
a gap report being ~u least
"somewhat" satisfied .
Storer- believes, however, that
';'-~to-t1re~'one-e1tt1'loyed"'"3'year'" ago~"

a

"Registration for Fan 1919 w~
shambles, he recalls, "And both
President Segall and Vice President Green sought an improvement. Certainly t he- new 15minute break between most
classes is welcome: with 86 percent of the students in my sample
cont, on p. 14. col. 3

Ticker Poll:

Students Choose Carter 2-1

'Teacher Evaluations:
How Accurate?
promotion, tenure or reappointment. The Board also
At Baruch College not only
provides that there are three
students but also professors are
criteria that would be used in
evaluated. Every year each
evaluating his or her perprofessor is evaluated through
formance. One is scholarly
three criteria: scholar output,
output, one is service to the
community service, and teaching.
community, but teaching is also
The teaching evaluation has two
components: students and peers' , one of those considerations.
"In conisderingthe quality of
evaluation.
teaching, continued Provost
The explanation came up in an
Austin, "there are two cominterview with provost Austin
ponents: students' evaluation,
about professors' evaluation by
and the peer's evaluation. The
their students, and .the ultimate
students' evaluation becomes part
purpose ofit,
Proressor Austin 'said that of the professor's permanent
"The Board of HigherBducation file. "
Student evaluation consist of
Laws, require that each professor
be evaluated oncea year. All of 17 questions to be answered about
'" those ~~h9.~ome f~t Personal acts their professor in a certain coarse.
(;"Mtf.~"p.'I';;iYJI. '1
by Ramon Moreno Cuevas
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by Jean Cruz and Veronica

Santo
In an informed Ticker poll of
1,000
students
this
week,
President Carter emerged victorious, obtaining 48.6010 of, the
vote,- former Governor Ronald
Reagan managed to achieve
21. 901(),
while
Independent
candidate, John Anderson did not
fare as well, receiving only
13.6010. 15.9010 of the students
polled were undecided about their
choice of candidate even though
the presidential election is only a
number of days away.
In the senate race, Elizabeth
Holtzman captured the majority
of votes, obtaining 56010. AI
D' Amato received 32070, while
Senator Jacob Javits ran a distant
third, receiving only 12010. 60010 of
those students' polled, did not
know the candidates running for
senate.
resounding
" .' Although -rhe
majority
,.. of'<-Barueh students
. .,
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Reporters, Jean Cruz and Veronica Santos interview students for
Ticker PolI- photo by

~ames

Yu .

voted for Carter, many expressed ' no defense policy. "
dissatisfaction with his leadership
Many
students
criticized
ability, policies, and performance Carter's campaign politics. As
in.office. Many students criticized .one student said, "President
Carter's defense policy which carter has been conducting a
they claim to be ,a weak one. One vigorous and competitive camsupporter of Carter'ssaid,uA paignand at time, I would call
weak defense policy is better than cutthroat, but at the same time I
,Cont on p. 4 col. I,
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The re-election of Jimmy carter should draw strong support frem ,all as the uclear
choice" for Americans to assure the continuation of progress and social justice. Not since
the presidential race of 1964, have we had such a stark contrast in candidates and issues, and
it is for these differences that we support Mr. Carter.
, One who looks at American History would find that we do not
from our mistakes.
Americans today are starting to regress back to the 1950's, when they claim things were
simpler. However, if living back then, we'd still complain~about~hiflaiion~·-an(rcrime anddefense and etc. We seem to travel in a cycle between liberal andconservativevconstantly
rebounding every decade or so.
.
Instead of joining the so-called u new right" and then realizing our mistakes 10 years from
now, we feel backing Mr.' Carter and some of his programs, although not putting us forward, . is still better than shifting us backwards;as Mr. Reagan would like to.
Jimmy Carter's record in foreign policy, despite what Mr. Reagan would like us to think,
does have its good points. We use as examples, the strengthening of our relationship with
China, giving the Panama Canal back to its rightful landowners, the attempt at peace
through S.A.L.T. II, and of course the Camp David Accords to finally settle the. dispute
between Israel and Egypt. Despite brother Billy's shenanigans with the Libyan government,
Carter has still been a good friend to Israel and to Jewish-Americans. (As compared to Mr.
Reagan, who at one time, before he was Governor, belonged to a country-club that did not'
permit Jews as members.)
Carter has tried to accomplish "Peace Through Diplomacy" as compared to Mr.
Reagan's "Peace Through Armaments" proposals which history once again has shown us,
as ridiculous and ineffectual.
Another major issue this year is the economy. We agree with Carter's plans for social
welfare to help the needy, and the new $12 billion anti-recession program that would create
--------800,000 new jobs. Rea
dgete-tPf-------jI----Sl00,OOO,OOO, B) increase defense by the same amount, and C) not cut back on social welfare
programs. It cannot be done. The Kemp-Roth Bill makes for good 'fiction, and the
Republicans know it. It merely sounds good and can garner votes for G.O.P. candidates.
Another pase of Carter's plan is the Federal takeover of the welfare program. A plan that
could save N~ Y<irk-billions of dollars. Mr. Reagan, not only opposes this measure, but has
even been quoted as saying,' "I have included in my morning and evening prayers every day,
the prayer that the federal government NOT bailout N. Y.C. "
Reagan has also successfully managed to get the Republican party to switch a 40 year old
bakcing of the E.R.A. Claiming that "it is now in tile hands of the state governments" is
merely "passing the buck." His proposal of a constitutional amendment against abortion is
actually dangerous to see how far a special interest can get with some power. Reagan has
claimed that he would appoint a female to the Supreme Court should he be elected, but even
if female, she would most like be a right-to-lifer and an opposer of E.R.A., so it wouldn't
really matter.
However, this does bring up something even more urgent, and that is the plight of the
•
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Supreme Court. No matter how bad a job a president might do, he could be "kicked out"
after four years, however a Supreme Court Justice'sopinoin lingers on for many-years

afterward. Gone are the days of great liberal justices like Earl Warren, William O'Douglas,
and Hugo Black. Warren Burger and the Nixon Appointees have managed to, in just a few
years, completely turn around the ideals of the court. The only remaining liberals are
William Brennan and Thurgood Marshall, both in their seventies, both ailing, and both
likely to retire within the next four years. The last thing the Supreme Court needs is a Reagan
appointee.
Mr. Carter's record certainly is not perfect. Far from it. We still have double-digit inflation and 52 Americans in an Iranian embassy, and from time to time, it can occur not to
give him another four years in office. But when one seriously looks at the alternative it is
clear that at this time we need Carter for President.
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were circling the meeting table
"programming" and placing
pressure on their respective
constituencies.
The
primary
concern of the first two meetings
was to nominate and elect
members to various committees.
While most of the committee .
positions were virtually uncontested, two .comminees, the
. Campus ~airs~n~:\he.:Finance
.
w.ithan
aburrdance of rtominees.
Owing to the fact that members
of council voted according : to
their political allignments, and
not according to which of the
nominees had had more ex-
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The Day ~sion Student
Council, during the first several
weeks of this semester, was
seemingly ineffectual, owing to
the political ties arising from last
May's elections. During the past
two weeks, however, there have
been encouraging signs emanating
from the council which deserve
some mention. It seems that,
presently, student council has
disassociated itself from it's
previous political ties and has
decided to forge ahead as an
effectual policy. making body.
The first meeting of the Student
Council, this semester, was an
absolute disaster. Party "whips"

cont, on p. 4. col.
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by Leo benjamin
The glorious American beacon
now late in the twentieth century
is bedimmed by a stark infernal
mantle of shame. When we
behold the republic flourishing by
land and sea under the meridian
sunny glow of power, and nations
and commonwealths and tribes of
the entire earth pay homage to us,
we find untold millions of poor
humble American folk robbed 'of
the right to an education.
.

History, the greatest schoolman
of .our mortal forever, teaches us
in its timeless graven record that
mankind has cherished education
from the gray misty beginnings of
human life. Can we now in
savagery disavow a responsibility
that mankind has acknowledged
from the dawn days of the world?
Yet. to-day'
wjtne~sthe
wickedness,' . the . 'knaver,y and
criminal heartless unconcern of
c~~t,. on p., 14, col. 3
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Election 80
A/n· Analysis
by Bill Dudley
. 'With election day less than a
week away, America has witnesseda brutal .and tough
campaign. .The candidates have
traipsed all over the continent,
shaking hands,. kissing babies,
eating ethnic dishes, and attacking each other.
As of press time, Mr. Reagan
has lost his lead and now stands
behind Carter by. one percentage
point, However this follows a
"seesawt'posirion that the polls
have takes-since the conventions.
Looking at the map, one can
clearly see how most of the fifty
states have already been determined as Carter's or Reagan's,
with the exception of a few,
mostly large .industrial states,
which could determine the
election,

by Martin Gleeson

California: Despite that this is .
Reagan's home state, the
Democrats have-spent over $2.6
million in an effort to defeat
him.
Although Republicans
claim that this' 'is impossible,
Democrats hope that their 570/034010 edge in registration? 'and
Reagan's diminishing lead, they
can deem victorious on November
4th. Republicans contend that
without California, Reagan
would most assuredly lose the
election.
"
New York: Winning the second
biggest state in the union' is
essential
to
Carter since
California still seems beyond his
reach. Carter is ahead of Reagan
in polls, however strategis ts feel
that New York could swing to
Reagan, . if independent J ohn

Anderson musters 10010 of the
this state by wooing Chicago
state's voles.
mayor Jane Byrne. Their
Pennsylvania: Though Carter
relationship thus far, has been
won this state1!'in 1976, the latest
less than civil, Byrne still
poll put Reagan ahead of Carter
referring to Carter as a "one term
40070-33010. Surprisingly, Reagan _.president." Despite the fact that
has picked up alot of support
she backed Kennedy, Carter won
from blue collar workers around
the primary, and is somewhat
the state's bigger cities, but Carter
popular among Jews and Blacks
still leads 43<rJo-28C170 among the
in the area.
union employees. .
Americans all over have a
Illinois: Carter hopes to wm
chance this year, to choose

_

Part Time Jobs For Students

The office of Career Planning
and Job Placement, is designed to
give graduates and alumni sound
the best way for students to
advice and counselling on
prepare themselves for the future.
possible careers. The office also
She says "these jobs provide
provides part-time jobs, which
students with good practical
are now in abundance, for
training. ". Most employers wish
studentswho wish to work while
to hire jrs. since they will be able
attending college.
Lilliaa- MamIet~.a cousaelorIn . to stay with .the.company for an.
the office, screens .Finance, . extended. period of time. Some
students go on to achieve perAccounting & Computer majors
manent positions with these
for Part-time jobs with hin their
firms. She doesn't encourage
field of study. She sees students
students to work more than 20
only by appointment since each
hours which a student can work.
student receives at least 30
are flexible.
minutes of her time. Students are
Part-time jobs are not only
informed on what employers look
available to Finance, Accounting
for in potential employees and
& Computer majors; all students
how to make themselves more
can apply for the jobs listed on
desirable for hire.
the bulletin board outside room
Ms. Mamlet believes that this is

1711. However, Ms, Mamlet only
screens the aforementioned
students. Students who wish to
make an appointment to see Ms.
Mamlet can do. so by going to
Rm. 171 ~l-in 360'P.A.S.·
-..

The.·,office. also .offers an OR
campus-recruiting program which
gives students the opportunity to
investigate careers in business,
industry,
and
government
through individual interviews
with employers who visit the
campus.
Mr. Bill Mcl.oughlin has been
Associate Director of the
program for the past eight years.
His office deals with some 160
companies on a yearly basis who
send representatives to interview
Baruch students. Of the 1000
students who have on campus
interviews, approx. 25CtJo (250)
receive jobs through the program.

Most of their employers are from
C.PA. firms with banking and
retailing companies hiring the
second most.
Mr. Mcl.oughlin feels students
.should be serious miRded-about.ca,reer goals-He says, ~'~t~d~~s
shouldstart thinking early about
careers by examining their interests, values, abilities, and goals
in relation 10 possible career
opportunities." In his work, he
finds that students who major in
general areas, such as Liberal
Arts, encounter more indecision
about their careers than do the
more specialized Business majors.
He also feels that students
should seek work experience
while attending college to supplement their formal training. He
believes internships are a good
way for the student to obtain
work experience in their related

that white people .have lived to
conquer. In the same 400 years
they enslaved the blacks, they
exterminated the Indians.
by Craig Allen

between candidates and party
platforms that have not differed
as much since the JohnsonGoldwater race of 1964. Here is a
sampling of some of the issues:
_Ec..on_Q1J1Y.- Th_e_o'e.mo..c.l:-ats__-..
reject high interest rates as a
means to fight inflation and
propose a S 12 billion program to
create 800,000 jobs. The
Republicans feel that "less

.

awareness of a person's ambition:
The plight of the black race of
to either get to the top or stay
America is a subject that has been
there.
.
discussed for more than four
hundred years. At first their
predicament was accredited to the
First of all, let's lay the ground
myth .that they are the lowest of
rules with some fundamental
races. This belief was. maintained
facts. Number one, people are
until after the 1960~s, when some
people. We all were born, we all
equal right s were passed, and now
will die, but how we spend the
the blame has been passed to the . time in between is where' the
fact that blacks come from the
differences' lie. Second, black
lowest social-economic class. Yet
people were brought here by
this explanation is no better than
whites who labeled them. as the .
the first, because it is more of an . lowest of human kind, justi~ng
excuse than a reason. Not to say
their putting them into the ·t~
lowest economic class as slaves.
that either of these theories are
Blacks . knew nothing of their
wrong, but they only encompass
part of the situation's realm. Inpurpose here until it' was told to
the explanation of the black
them, when they could do nothing
plight we must look at society arid
about the situation. Thirdly, we
must' accept the fact that the
its history as' it is, with an

Now not all white people are
evil creatures, (in fact some will
treat you better than your own
kin) but the fact remains that
blacks are projected as low people
period. Race, place, what's the
difference, the bottom line is that
blacks are and are to stay on the
bottom in a whitely dominated
society. Some of them may strive
to make this statement a lie, but
they are minority. They struggle
in vain until one thing happens;
blacks must become "sho-nuff"
ready to help themselves.

fields. He also said that they
should strive to develop good
communication and social skills
and evaluate themselves accordingly. He says, "'Students
should:.,co..o.sidet . thaLthc;j~...dloi~
for a career wiU consume the next
thirty years of their working Iives•.
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Therefore it is a vital and important decision and should not
be taken lightly. "
Additional services offered by
Career Planning include: a help in
the writing, preparing of resumes
and application letters, and career
seminars conducted by private
companies to encourage the
student. The next seminar will be
held on October 30, during club
hours in the faculty lounge of the
24 St. Building. The seminar will
include speakers from : Morgan
Guaranty, Bethlehem Steel, Con
Edison, and J .C. Penney.
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by James C. Eiseah~uer
personal favorite: Kirin, the flavorless Schlitz Light. Tasters,
The Continuing Education
Japanese import.
were able to refer toa list of beer,
Department's UBeer Tasting
The questions' from 'the tasting terminolOgy to categorize
Seminar" was a great success.
audience
were knowledgably each. brew.' For' 'instance,·
Organized by Tom Cracouia, the
handled .by the two experts. Heineken could ,be called
October 23rd, event was an enjoyable learning experience for all . Questions ranged' from .the "skunky"in aroma. The ,tasting
difference between beer, ale.
session also gave everyone a
who attended.
stout, and light beer to the ability chance to socialize and "talk
The evening began with two
of beer to be stored without
beer. "
I especially enjoyed
short lectures and a question and
spoilage.
Kronenbourg :beer , as well as,
answer period. The first speaker,
After the Question and Anser
Heineken· Dark. Everyone"
Peter Breedlove, presented a
period. participants moved to the however ~ bas his or her individual
detailed account of the beerFaculty Lounge for the actual . preference when it comes to beer,
making process. It made us better
beer-tasting. More than twentyAll
t hose who attended
appreciate all the time and effort
five different brands of beer were thoroughly' enjoyed this crasn,that goes into making a bottle of
(.:. vaiiable for sampling including course in beer tasting, The
beer After Mr. Breedlove,' Saul
such names as
Guinness
Continuing Education DepartKrieg. cul inary expert of the New
Car
i
s
b
er
g
.
Kronen
bourg,
men:
is planning a similar wineYork Post, took the podium. He
Hemeken, Schlitz, Bass. S~, Paub tasting night which is also
spoke mainly on the history of
Girl, and Coors. These beers destined 'robe il success. Writing
beer and its use. which dates back
covered a wide range of taste. the t his article, has given
a
to the time of the acient Egypextremes being the heavy powerful hankering for a beer,
tains. 'I found that 'Mr. Krieg
Guinness Stout and the almost
HOW ABOUT YOU?????????
wanted to make us aware of his
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Visiting student enjoys Kronenbourg beer - photo by Frank Kucija

coat. from p. 1

.Student Council

The que,tfons range from
professor's
availability
to
students, to the way he/she poses
questions in class.
The two questions probably
most important are: "2) On your
performance so far, what grade
do you expect in course?," and
1 I) How would you rate this .nstructor? The former is about
srudent 's own rate in the course;
~:le latter is the student's opinion
,. oout the professor's level.

cont , from p. 2

In the survey students con-

si·jered that 83 per cent of our
.,: rofessors at Baruch are above
,:erage, 12 per cent are within the
'erage rate, and 5 per cent are
ider average.
The internal investigation was
conducted and published by the
Course and Faculty Committee.
The percentage of professors
rated above average demonstrated that students trust greatly
in our faculty.
Regarding the question of what
performance students expected to
have at the end of the course, it is
curious that 54 per cent of
students answered this question
with an expectance under their
professor's average. That is, for
example, if their professor
, <erage (in scale 1-5) was 4.50,

Provost Austin, Vice President of Academic Affairs - photo bl Frank Kucija

the students (in the same scale)
expected less than 4.50 at the end
of the course, or under
professor's average.
Only 44 per cent of the students
rated themselves above the'
professor's average. Two per cent
of the groups had the same
average as their professors.
In general, students at Baruch
consider: professors slightly better
than they (we) consider themselves (ourselves).
These data, however, had not
been studied as a whole by the
university or by any department
in charge of it, at least not that it

is known. What the university
takes into account is individuals,
isolated professors, to have the
measure of each one, not the
total.
The Provost, when interviewed
about this said: "We evaluate one
professor all the time. For
example, one professor comes up
for 10 years, I would know what
his evaluation was in 1977, '78,
'79, and '80s. Some stay the
same, some do well. Some do well
in small classes, but not as well in
large lectures. I don't think
there's any pattern: Some
professors improve, others
stay about the same."

Carter and Holtzman Lead
cont, from p. 1

think he is being very sincere and
honest. The man wants to win."
Ronald Reagan's· views on
ERA and abortion deemed him
unpopular with most students. "I
think Reagan is wrong regarding
'llese issues," commented one
.udent, "he can not deprive
»eople of their basic constitutional right to freedom of
choice."
Black
females,
in
particular, expressed concern
.with Reagan's stand on abortion
'arfdthe~' .,
Students were concerned with
~Rea.an's concepts, viewing him
,

c

.
,

,

as a warmonger. "Reagan scares
me," remarked one student.
Students were concerned with
Reagan's age and questioned his
ability to perform competently in
the office of president.
Those in support of Reagan did
not feel these were of any great
importance and believed his views
would not effect him in any way.
Supporters of Reagan believe his
strength lies in his economic
policy. One student said, ','We'ye
seen what Carter. bas .doae in
office. Now' it is" time . for
somebody new. "
As in -p(e,~~'lsJ ~l~~, , the.
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results tend to show a two party
preference. This seems to be a
major deterrent for John Anderson, the independent candidate. Many students believe he
nas little chance of winning the
election because of his independent status, but as one
Anderson supporter said, "If a
candidate is wormy enough, I
would vote for him no matter
what his chances of winning were.
We, all should vote f-or the person
whom we- think can do the best
job. If everyone tried to vote for
the winner, we might end up with
a loser 'in the White House."

perience in 'the area of budget mg ,
five members of U.S.A. were
elected. The Finance Committee,
in
consultation
with
the
Treasurer, is responsible for
providing Student Council with
it's
recommendations
for
disbursement of the Student
Activity
Fees
(this,
year
amounting tO~,I73,412),-"~ong
various sectors of students clubs.
Since every student contributes
twenty five dollars toward this
fund at the beginning of each
semester, it was thought that
distribution of these funds should
be a bi-partisan effort, in which
Baruch
students
and
organizations from all walks of
life should be equally represented.
This was the reason for the
"raised
eyebrows"
among
;'\i.B.C. supporters.
Hopefully these fears can now
be allayed. The Finance Committee, although they have not of
this writing completed the individual clubs allocations, seems
to consist of five competent .and
hard-working individuals. who
have contributed between twenty
and thirty hours apiece in order to
complete a budget. They will,
hopefully. present an impartial
budget based on certain objective
criteria. The members. of this
committee are cognizant of the
fact that nepotism in the area of
budgeting will only serve to
alienate certain sectors of the
Baruch College community. Stich
disaffection, they realize. would
be detrimental to student life as a
whole.
The turning point for, student
government seemed to have
occured. on October Sth, when
many members sacrificed a
Sunday in order to attend a fullday seminar dealing with the role
and funciton of student govern',I1J~~t •.,Th~·program, prepared by
Carl Aylrnan and' Debbie Bick of
the Student Activities Office,
~ss~s_ted those present .In ;.m.~~e

.....

'

~

,

clearly defining the roles, and
goals of student government.
Virtually
those who attended
were
becoming
increasingly
disallusioned with their roles in
student government because they
felt "party politics" was playing a
stagnating role in the, progress of
D.~.S.G. It was generally agreed
upon: thatit would be beneficial to
cast' aside political
allignmenrs
.'
. .
and begin.:to strive towards the
goal of a unified and progressive
government which would seek to
serve student needs.
There have been two student
council
meetings
since
the
seminar and matters seems to be
progressing quite smoot nly. Since
that time. council has quicklv and
unanirnous.v app: ..Y'o ed ~t he vicepresidential and vanou- committee appointrnem s proposed by
the executive bran-;n. The mterirn
budgets were expediently. approved in order to provide all
clubs with the money desperately'
needed for their daily operations.
- An ad-hoc committee was
established to investigate the
controversial.
Referendum of
Spring 1980. This committee
plans to present its findings at a
closed
meeting
of
Student
Council on October 23rd. Other
committees, including a Food
Services Committee which will act
as an intermediary between
Tastyvend Corporation and the
Baruch College student community are now being planned.
The appointments
to
these
committees are not restricted, to
members of student government,
but are open .to any member of
the Baruch community who
wishes to get, involved in these
activities.
Anyone
interested
should
either
contact ,the'
D.S.S.G. Office in Room 409 of
the Student Center or appear at a
D.S.S.G.
,Student
Council
meeting, which are, generallyopen
, to the-public.
'i -, ,
Stanley Abraham
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by Wendy Gertler
Each year art students are
affored the opportunity to have
their talents exposed throughout
the Baruch .community courtesy
of the Circulating Gallery. The.:
exhibit is -open from OCtober 30
through November 13 in the
Baru~. Conege: Gallery on the
. main floor of the 24th St;eet
Building.
Photographs; .prints, paintings,
watercolors, and designs are some
of the art warks which. can be
borrowed by students, and faculty
during an academic year for
display on .the school premises..
The Art-Department: is aiming to
improve ..she, quality of life at
BartJCh.1.:~~~s-Prof~sorVigeo .
Saule, arr teaCberin charge of the
exhibit.
=------=~~---;"The
Circulating
Gallery
makes art more accessible," says
I

Prof. Vigeo S.uIe,DirectOr ofuCimdatIIIc G.aer," •.pIIote ,""ReIer

around school. The art major
recently held her first public
openmg.
The idea of the Circulating
Gallery
was
conceived
by
Professor Richard Wengenroth,
Chairperson of the Art Department. The exhibit couldn't be
realized at first because there was

StudentActivities "Club Fair"
by Debbie Jurek
Clubs will distribute literature,
On Thursday, November 6th, sponsor raffles, and provide prize
from 12:00 until 2:30 theStudent winning games in true carnival
Center will hold its annual Club style. Among the various
. Fair. With 52 clubs p icipating, amusements will be some of the
it promises
to be..e ,
largest ever.
all time favorites, the liquor ring
The
growth·
'of
clubs
and'
-toss,
..... ......
. ' .- .. -. .- :.
....and the hamster race..
. ......
-".
org8nidR6ti~" as pleased . Debbie'··
- ···Bick;--:~r··_·Dtrec-r6r~· of" . ,._.- ._.
Student- -Activities" .-In' the last
Other' attractions will include
three years the number of parmusical entertainment rendered
ticipants has grown from 20, to
by the Gospel Choir ~ Helium
40, and now to its present level of
balloons will be distributed by
52.
Helpline, and pictures are being
taken by the Photographyclub.
The fair will also be a feast
As always, the Student Center
for the palate with a variety of
ethnic delights. Everyone's
will be the scene of all the various
activities being planned. There
favorite ltaIina pastries featuring
Canolies, Napoleans and other
won't be a dull spot in the
building, with all four floors
delights will water your -mouth.
being used.
An assortment of wine, cheese,
~
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Debbie Rick Coordinator of Club Fair· photo by Frank Kocija

Casting a "Dream"
hand for all the auditions, I, too.
ani confident that the play will be
a successful one. Casting for the
.Dream is as follows:

Casting for the Dream, the fall
play
production at
Baruch
College, has now been completed.
John Tietsort, head of the
production, would like to thank
CAST FOR HTDE DREAM"
all those students who turned out
at the audition. The play promises Role
Cast [ Understudies
to be an entertaining and interesting . .extravaganza.
Mr.
Theseus
Alex Ga! Petlin
Tietsort found it hard to choose
Hector Ceballos
cast members from such a
Egeus
Raymond Strough
talented group of students. He is
Anthony Cappellino
confident that the play will be a
Lysander
Joe O'Donnell
success since he has worked with
John Minore
some of the.. · cast members
Demetrius
Bob Alleman
.Todd Rushing
previously. They are hardworking students who are very
Philostrate :
Raymond Hever
dedicated and have shown good
. CarlosAllen
acting ability. "There are still-some '. Quince
John Minore
crew and 'staff positions available
.Louis Corbo
. for students who wish to become BoUomPetet.-Barritella
involved' in the. production. All
Barry Scoff
students are welcome- to join the
Flute
Anthony Cappellino
~ crewandstaff.. Position openings
Allen Gonzalez
.' includecostumes, props, and box -Snout
ScottWeill:-
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by Joel Perez
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Barbara Gray
Susan Hochman.
Hermin
Andrea Dente
Alison Berger
Helena
Judith Rivera
Lynn Cervo
Oberon
Craig Allman
Jacob Bonitto
Titania
Kristina Decker
Agnes Rosen
Puck
Patricia Murphy
Terry Gonzale
uSupremes Hookers":
Sarina
R
o' b i n
son
Madeline Mart
Lisa Stevens
"Speaking Hookers & Dancers":
Amanda Mart
. Alsen.Berger.
Susan Hochman
'Terry' Genzale
.~ Helen Chin
.Debra Benitez
~atalieMelendez·
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participating clubs.
"Carl deserves an enormous
amount of credit, he has managed
to organize so many various
activities with the help of his
staff," said an active member of
Student Activities.
Club Fair is open to (be entire
Baruch College Community and
everyone is welcome to come and
enjoy all the festivities. Similar to
Street Fair, Club Fair i.s one big
gala event.
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pizza, and 'other foods will be
there for the eating.
The event is being sponsored
and Tinanced by the Office of
Student Activities, with aid from
Day Session Student Government. Carl Aylman, Director of
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Corrections
on Curricular
Guidance

Student Sues Lenny' Shine

Dear TIcker:
I think your reporter wrote a
4473 (Mrs. O'Connor) or 3222
very interesting story about
(Professor Robison).
curricular guidance, but the facts,
3. It is true that all faculty in
for the School of Education, are
the School of Education paras follows:
ticipate in curricular counselling
J. We have one curricular
because
of
the
stringent
guidance staff member, not 16 or
requirements of teacher education
20. Professo~ ~ean BU~hin, ~oom
pro~rams ..But s~~h advisement
.--tOt-2.--extension--164--l-lS--avaHable--- -dutteS-'~e -in-addition to regularto help students in curricular
academl~ wor~l~ads~ and they are
choices on Mondays through
necessanly Iirnited to several
Thursdays. She has early evening
hours weekly.
hours on Mondays and Wed_4. Professor
Robison
is
nesdays to 6:30 p.m., for the
Chair~an, of the School of
benefit of evening students.
Education s
Committee
on
Professor Buchin also directs the
Academic
Standing,
which
CUNY-BA program at Baruch.
considers
debarments
and
2. Mrs. Patricia O'Connor,
reentries, chiefl~, and it is not at
who is coordinator of curricular
all concerned WIth placement of
guidance,
works under the
student tea~hers. Stud~nt teacher,
supervision of Professor Helen
placement IS the. function of the
Robinson, Assistant to the Dean
faculties in the various teacher
for Curricular Guidance. Mrs.
education
programs at
the
O'Connor's office -hours are School.
posted on her door (Room 1(05),
Sincerely
and Professor Robison's on hers
Helen F. Robison
(Room 1015A) at 315 Park
Assistant to the Dean
Avenue Shouth. Appointments
for Curricular Guidsnce 9
may be made by calling either
School of Education
9

American Littoral
Society
Dear Sir/Madam:
I would like to introduce to the
Baruch College student body and
interested
faculty
and
administration, an organization,
namely ~ The American Littoral
Society ~ which was founded in
1961 as a local diving/fishing club
and has grown to an international
organization of members united
in an interest in the sea and what
lives there, particularly in the
pro Q\ .cti ve, shallow ocean close
to soore. The Society schedules
canoe trips, diving and snorkeling
trips, beach walks, marsh walks
and fUms and lectures.
W e recently atteneda Cape
Cod trip which included a tour
through the famous Woods Hole
Oceangraphic Laboratories and a
day
aboard
their
vessel
demonstrating their equipment to
explore tbe wonders of the sea.
This dav was followed by a bus
trip UJ Provincetown where we
were put aboard a sea-going
fis~:g boat to site whales which
carhe within 15 feet of the boat.
Ai~YOl1e interested in marine
life or science and the ecology of
the sea should join the American
Littoral Society at a cost of
$10.00 fJ'~'" year for students (a
family mcrnbership) and $15.00
per ye.zr fo;- non-students. For
faseinatiag.inexpensive trips, and.
serving. a useful. and much

;·.0· -

needed purpose.
Hope you can use this in the
"Ticker"
to get
interested
students
to
join
a
most
fascinating organization.
Sincerely 9
Carolyn Rosenberg
Secretary

As a former delegate of the
University
Student
Senate
(dismissed at the whimsy of
Lenny Shine at the last session) I
am attaching a lawsuit against
Lenny Shine by Freddy
Washington.
Phillips' glowing report of
Lenny is definitely misleading. He.'
is selling the students down the
tubes and taking credit for the
work of persons on the Steering
Committee.
Lenny has cancelled meetings
--wfihout-proper --notice. He fias"
been tyrannical and dictatorial
with the Steering Committee' and
the Plenary Session.
I would not mind if he were
knowledgeable BUT Lenny
assumes that a Chariperson is
autocratic and then he seeks
democratic procedures when HE
desires to USE the Body-at-Large.
He is totally unaware of his
position and what it entails and
how he should administer and
officiate. He belongs with "Pop"
in Haiti and Der Hitler now
deceased. As chair of the U .S.S.
he is doing a disservice to all
CUNY students and you are free
to publish this as an article "in
conjunction with excerpts from
the attachment or whatever you
desire as newspaper menChristina North
Baruch Junior student
P.S.
Freddy Washington's
number is 475-8960. Please make
sure Freddy's number is in any
printed material. Thank you.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CUNY
BOARD MEMBER
NAMED IN 5100,000 SUIT:
CHANCELLOR KIBBEE DR.
DELORES
CROSS
ALSO
IMPLICATED ...
9

Leonard I. Shine, Chairperson
On June 17" 19809 the Steering
of the University Student Senate Committeemade formal (written)
and a member of the City
notice of their decision to the
University Board of Trustees.. is
persons mentioned," as well as
being sued for $100,000 along
informing new employees they
with Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee
were hired. The new employees
and Dr. Delores Cross, Vice
were Colin Copeland, Legislative
Chancellor Student Affairs. The
Assistant, Crhistina North,
petition was filed in New York . Administrative Assistant, Edna
State Supreme Court by Attorney
Seawright and Antoine Anthony ~
Colin A. Moore in behalf of
Clerical Assistants.
CUNY students Colin. Copeland
On June 23, 1980. Leonard
and Freddy Washington, for
Shine sent letters to all rehired
violation of employment
and new employees that he
procedures. "-personally deSIred to hire sfaufig--.-so, and letters to those he chose
not to' hire stating so, without
Early last June, 1980, Shine
informing the Steering Comand the University Student Senate
mittee. His act was a violation of
Steering Committee met to inauthority according to University
terview several applicants for
Student .enate Bylaws. Shine
staff positions in the USS office.
acknowle ged Quintain, Gruber
Upon completion of the inand San ers. He then took it
terviews, the Steering Committee
upon "hi self to hire Ed Marquez
voted unanimously to reinstate and
1 Whitney (for the second
Freddy Washington as
time), and Steve Solomon for the
munications Director, Carina
position of Legislative Assistant.
Quintain, Executive Assistant,
Shine, who has signatory power
Lourdes
T'ar r ag o ,
Comwith Arthur Williams, Vice Chairmunication Assistant, Lydia man of Fiscal Affairs, process emSanders, Clerical Assistant, and
ployment and termination forms
William Gruber, Information
without Williarns ' approval
Processing . Director. Quintain,
(signature). Dr. Cross, who is the
Washington and Tarrago were : Administrator responsible to
already employed with the USS
countersign properly approved
when. Sine and the Steering
USS expenditures and documents,
Committee were elected to office sanctioned Shine's violations, as
in February, 1980. At that time,
did Chancellor Kibbee. Chanthe full Senates" voted to retain
cellor Kibbee's response was
them. Sanders and Gruber were
made in his written response to
hired by the Steering Committee
Washington, Tarrago and Robert
and Shine respectively. The desire
Dolphin, Vice Chair of Evening
of the Steering Committee was to
Affairs after they had protested.
start the Fiscal Year (July, 1980)
Hearing on the matter is exwith a collective decision on all
pected to begin October 15, 1980
employees.
Qu i n t a i n ,
in New York State Supreme
Washington and Tarrago were
Court, Special Part I, 60 Center
made to reapply for their
Street at 9:30 a.m.
respective positions.
U

- - -

Carter vs, Reagan on Platforms
cont, from p. 3

government is the best type of not ratified the amendment. They
protect "the right to life for
own choices about health care
government" and support the also feel that every woman, under
unborn children" and pledges to
protection. "
Kemp-Roth bill which would the constitution, has the basic
appoint judges who feel the same
The candidates and issues are
reduce personal income tax by right of freedom of choice when it
way.
there. We will either have a
30010.
comes to abortion. Republicans
Health-The Dems platform
continuation of programs for the
Defense-Democrats pledge to state that E.R.A. is now in the
pledges a comprehensive national
next four years or we will make a
improve military pay to retain hands of the state legislatures and . health insurance plan available to
complete about-face and launch
and recruit personnel, and they will not interfere with them
every American. The GOP rejects
someone new into the White
supports registration of 19··year or assert press~re. The GOP also
"socialized medicine" and say
House. We'll know by· this
olds, including women. They also calls
they believe that Americans
for
a constitutional
Tuesday.
feel that S.A.L.T. II should be amendment to the constitution to
"should be able to make their
ratifi~d~ soon as possible. The ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Republicans claim they want to
~
"
carry that even further and increase the defense budget substantially. They are against
S.A.L. T. II because they feel it
puts the U.S. in a position of
In Math 2100
,
"military inferiority" with the.
Economics and Finance
Contact Ms. Ellen Block, Director of Instruction
Soviet Union.
Accounting 1101 - 1103
Department of Compensatory Programs
Women's Right~-Not only do
Statistics 1357, 2357
or Ms. Jackie Hayes, 725-4442
the Democrats pledge to ensure of
Pay rate $3.71 - $5.91
E.R.A.~s passage 6~t_ttt~ywill not

TUTORS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY

Hold meetings in states that have
en
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PRIDE

Chess Club: Checkmate?.'

---

,

byPeterDi Turi
The Baruch College Chess Club
welcomes the entire Baruch
community back for the Fall 1980
semester -with a slew of events,
past and future, as well as informing you of happenings all
around the chess world.
Over the- summer, the chess
world has been filled with much
activity.: In the semifinals Candidates'
Matches,
Hubner
defeated Portisch at Albano
Terme, Italy while Polugayevsky
fell to Korchnoiin Buenos Aires.
The two winners will face each
other later this year to see who
faces reigning world champion
Anatoly
Karpov.
Els_eF~eLe.
Kasparov won the World Junior
Championship in W. Germany,
,Hungary's Ivanka became the
_world's top female chessplayer,

Holds Membership
Drive

and NYU grad Paul Benjamin
drew his two game match with the
'world's
strongest computet-player, CHESS 4.97 illCalifomia.
Here
Baructi,on September
23th, the Chess Club held quite a
show in the Student Center's
Alley Lounge. Fyodor Tsiporin
won 6 of 8 games simaltaneously
played against very strong , opponents. Mark Tolliver won both
of his simultaneously, played
....... two
games-s-playing blindfolded. The
Chess
Challenger 7 micro-scomputer made its appearance for DAYS A WEEK to all. Interested
six games, winning.S and drawing members are welcome to stop, by
the last. A speed tournament was the Chess Hall or the club's office
held on Thursd~Qclo_b.ecLr-,,2,,-3.ur_,"dL........~(.-l3CLrdt...l...-J..J.Ooor,room· 301a, Student
in the Alley Lounge during Club . Center)~ let's leave you with a
Hour; results available only after problem created by one of
presstime.
England's most famed grandThe Chess Club is open FIVE masters. (Answer next issue.)

at

by Ms. Alk~ Garriga
Ms.
Tomasa
Rodriguez,
President of PRIDE, vows that
PRIDE will become an active
participant
in cultural
and
political matters. "We also..plan
on having general meetings with
the other clubs to increase student
communication.
PRIDE
is
working with the other Hispanic
clubs to plan Hispanic week,
which is held during the Spring
semester, and which is the major
Hispanic
event
at
Baruch
College. "
On Oct. 23rd, PRIDE held a
Membership Drive. This drive
was an effort to promote more
involvement among Hispanic
students. The speakers at this
meeting included Mr, Tom Soto,
a New .York Candidate for the
New York Senate. Mr. Soto
stressed unity among the Hispanic
population. He said, "It is interesting that PRIDE stands for,
Puerto Ricans for Involvement,
Development, and Enlightenment, but in order for you to
develop and become enlightened,
you must .participateand become
involved in your surroundings."
Mi. SOlo, who has beenactive iri
combating the plight of the
working class, and was also involved in the 1969 take over of

Winter Weekend II
by Luis Vazquez
delicious
meals,
free tranThe class council of 1981
sportation to Gore and West
Club New York, BLACK, The
Mountains, indoor heated pool,
Italian Society and Helpline,
saunas, and whirlpool, disco
announce Winter ,Weeken(f_~fL nightly' with liveD.J., liveband,
This year we're going upstate to
entertainment nightly and' wine
the Holiday InrrfnAmsterdam,
'andcheese tastirig.' -,"
New York with skiing at West and
Other activities available inGore Mountains. The cost of the
clude a guided tour of Howe
weekend ,is $89 per person
Caverns ($5.00), Disco Roller
without Ski rentals, (4 in a room),
Skates ($2.00), Horseback riding
and $102 with ski rentals, (4 in a
($1.50 per hour), horsedrawn
room). The trip will be held from ,sleighrides ($1.00 per person),
Friday, January 23 through
snowmobiling on 100 miles of
Sunday, January 25 (during
trails ($25 per hrv-double; $25 per
Intercession).
hr.-single). Ski lift will cost from
The
trip
includes
transn to $13.
sportation on lavatory equipt
If you want to be a part of the
buses, two nights lodging with
last ski trip that the class council
private bath, shower, irrtercom
of 1981 is sponsoring, (we're all
phone and color T. V ., four
graduating), then make sure you

put
down
your
"nonrefundable" . Deposit of $25
during the following period:
Baruch Students only (Bring 1.0.)
Nov .. 3-~4. -Baruch and., NonBaruch Nov. 17-21.

FlilsT COME FIRSi'SER VE
Balances can be paid from
December 1 through January 11.
Deposits will be accepted only by
Dorothy Conover in the Student
Center Lobby. We will accept
only money orders made out to
BARUCH
COLLEGE.
NO
personal checks or cash.
We can only accommodate 280
persons. Last year we sold out
and this year it may sell out
quickly so get your deposits in
early and don't be left out in the
cold..

City College for open admissions,
spoke about his experiences as an
activist, and emphasized the
urgent need for Hispanics to
unite.
Mr. Juan Caraballo, a Seek
, Counselor, and Faculty Advisor
of PRIDE, was also present at
this meeting. During his speech,
he emphasized the need for
Hispanics
to
realize
their
responsibilities . - as
college
students. He offered sound advice
on how to-survive at Baruch. Mr.
Caraballo urged unity among
Hispanics, and commitment to
their studies for '. educational
growth.
Ms. Rodriguez stated, "A lot
of students may want to come to
this club just to hang-out, but if
we are going to have a club, we
must follow our objectives. One
of PRIDE's objectives is involvement, and those students
that come here- have to become
involved with all the matters
pertaining to this club, and its
members,' PRIDE is currently in
the process of organizing a
Tutorial, Program.__ , and. ,Rap_.,
Sessions.
two programs are
being' instltuted iii' 'an 'eff'oii" to' .~
promote
involvement
development, and enlightenment,
which is what PRIDE stands for.

These

7

,

CLUB FAIR
Nov. 6th

Senior Affairs Committee
To all Club Members:
The yearbook Staff of The
Senior Affairs Committee will
.begin taking pictures of Clubs,
Committees and Activities as
soon as the Fall Term begins. We
urge all Clubs to inform us of
when we can take a group picture
of your Club. We would also
appreciate it if you can keep us
informed of all activities that you
are planning throughout the year

so one of our photographers can
be present to take pictures.
You can contact us by seeing
Kathy Klumbach at the Student
Government's Office, on the
fourth floor of the Student
Center, on:
Monday
4-5
Tuesday
3-5
Wednesday
4-5
Thursday
12-2, 3-5
Friday
9-5

You could also leave a note in an
envelope in our mailbox, which is
#598.
Your help in getting the
yearbook pictures taken will be
greatly appreciated and will make
the yearbook a more complete
and whole picture of what ac-'
tivities are available at Baruch
College.
Thank YOJl,
Thomas LoBue
Editor-In-Chief
-
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Vanguard Urges You To Vote

l

Exercise your rights to vote.
Utilize your clout.
, .,':,
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Beta Gamma Sigma
Professor Leonard Lakin,
President of the Baruch College
Chapter of Beta Gamma, Sigma
and Chairman of the Law Department has announced that elections to the National Busienss.
Honor Society will be held this
semester. Applications for membership will be considered from
Upper Juniors, Lower Seniors
and Upper Seniors (Day and
Evening), as well as graduate
students, who are majoring in
business and meet the eligibility
requirements set forth below. The
deadline for submitting applicationsis November rs, 1980.~
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma
is nationally recognized ,as the
highest academic honor conferred
on students of business in
American colleges and univer-

sities. The eligibility requirements, which include superior
scholarship, integrity, character
and promise of professional de'velopment, parallel those for election to Phi Beta Kappa in liberal
arts colleges.

j
~
I

j
1
i

1

Students who meet the scholarship requirements listed below
should complete and return the
membership appliction to Professor Frederica Rudell, Secretary
of Beta Gamma Sigma (and Assistant Professor of Marketing).
Beta Gamma Sigma will hold its
election meeting in December, '.
and elected students will be
notified by letter. Students elected
in the fall and spring terms will be
formally inducted at the annual
dinner in May.
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b' 'b'~ - ph~i~ bv Bob Heller
__ Members of.<:'hessCllJb~~an ex 1 I . . •

The Blarney Club

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTION
TO BETA GAMMA SIGMA
I. Undergraduates (B.B.A.

M~jors)

3.35 or higher*

2. Upper Seniors who have completed all of
their college credits at Baruch, consisting of
/1/-128 credits:

3.4 or higher"

APPLICATION FOR ELECTION TO BETA GAMMA SIGMA
3.5 or higher"
I hereby apply for membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. I have the
following academic record:

4. Upper Juniors who have completed all of
their college credits at Baruch, consisting of
78-93 credits:

3.6 or higher"

5. Transfer Students (undergraduates, and
graduates of the last graduating class) who
have completed at least three semesters at
Baruch (exclusively of summer sessions) and
at least 36 credits at Baruch, with a G.P .A.
of 3.5 or higher, and an overall G.P .A. for
all college credits of:

_
_

3. Total credits completed at Baruch College

3.5 or higher"

TRANSFER STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE THE
FOLLOWING:
I. Credits completed at other colleges with-letter grades
Grade Point Average

_
_

2. Credits completed at other college with letter grades
3. Total Credits completed at other colleges

_

4. Name(s) of other college(s) attended

_

Grade Point Average

1. Graduate students who are candidates for master's degrees, with the major "field of study in
business, and have satisfied all the requirements
for the degree except the thesis course:

3.8 or higher

"

_

2. Undergraduate G.P .A.

••••••••••

3.8 or higher

Submit this application before November 15, 198() to Professor
Rudell, Secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma. Applications may be hand
delivered to her office (Room "816, 26th Street building), or
. deposited in the appropriate box in the Marketing Department Office (Room 821), or addressed to her at Box 156,in. the central
mailroom at 17 LeXington Ave.
" , : ~ ~~ : ,-.
:.

GRADUATE STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE 'THE
FOLLOWING:
I. Undergraduate degree (degree, school and year)

2. Graduate students who are candidates for
doctoral degrees, with the major field of study
in
business, and have satisfied all the
requirements
tietree except the dissertation:
the

.

1. Credits completed at Baruch (with letter grades)
Grade Point Average

2. Credits completed at Baruch without letter grades (pass/fail
basis)

·Grade point averages are calculated on letter grades only.
Credits taken by students which do not have a letter grade (A,B,
etc.) will not be counted in computing the G.P .A. nus, a student
who has completed 105 credits which include 5 credits of P (for
Pass) will have his or her Grade Point Average computed on the
basis of 100 credits.

II. Graduate Students (MBA and Pb.D.)

I

"

3. Lower Seniors who have completed all of
their college credits at Baruch, consisting of
94-110 credits:

,

The Blarney Club is simply a
beers drinkers club that was
formed by Frank Juranich.
The Blarney Club now has over
one hundred members after only
two months, and hopes to have

Grade Point Average

I. Graduates who have completed all
of their college credits at Baruch:

many more students in Baruch as
members.
The club meets Thursdays
during Club Hours (12-2), at the
Blarney Stone Bar and Grill,
located at 23rd' street and
Lexington Avenue.
So if you want to eat, drink,
meet people and in general just
have a good time, join the
Blarney Club.

It's now the end of October and
the Blarney Club is booming. You
are probably wondering what is
the Blarney Club!
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Computer Quantitative
Methods Society
ARE YOU INTERESTED . IN
futuristic computer methodology
THE COMPUTE'R OR COMand developments. We can be of
MUNICATIONS FIELD?
valuable service te our members
If so, the Computer &
in planning their business courses
Quantitative Methods Society at Baruch College. Dan Harrison,
cordially invites you to attend a
newly elected president of our
seminar entitled "Computers and club stresses creativity: "The
the Media." Our distinguished
future of .business systems is in
the hands and fingers of the
guest speaker will be Art Spitzer,
manager of CBS Broadcasting computer ~ofessional.,.
Operations. The lecture will be
We have contacted several
held on Thursday, November 13, prestigious firms and will be given
from 12:30 to 1:30 PM (club the opportunity to visit and inhours) in room 424-26th street-··-terf~ce with-their-directors--aoo·-building.
facilities.
For those of you not familiar
We look forward to seeing you
with CQMS, we are primarily at our lecture and sincerely hope
computer and statistics majors you will become an active,
geared toward current and productive member of our group.

Black Solidarity
Day
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Circle K is a Success
by Bonni Nieschawer

Baruchians from Brooklyn, the
Bronx, Manhattan, Queens and
as far away as Far Rockaway
joined other colleges and
universities in the N.Y. area
(NYU~
Columbia, TCI, and
Brooklyn) at Prospect Park,
October 19th-Sunday to help raise
money for the Arthritis Foundation.
It was the 1st Annual
Bike/Hike-athon for the Arthritis
Foundaticn.Lc'Ihe event was
sponsored by Circle K. Among
the Baruchians who participated
to name a few were: Pedro FelixHelpline, Gary Gurulick and Teri
Hollander from the Sports
Administration Society, Kevin
Kennedy-Circle K, and' Karen
Farrell-Circle K, an incoming
freshman at Baruch who has
really shown her school spirit.
The grand total of sponsors from

Baruch College was over $300.00.
clubs but, care enough about
In addition to raising the
Baruch as a whole to engage in
money for the Arthritis Founevents at the college that tried to
promote club unity.
dation', prizes will be distributed
to the participant with the highest
If you would have like to have
amount of sponsors; plus,
participated in this event, but
everyone who obtained $25.00 or
missed out on the chance ...
more in sponsors receives 2 free
Come to our next meeting. We
accommodations to various
won't guarantee yO!! another
hotels in the NY upstate area and
Bike/Hike but we will always
Florida.
have projects planned for you to
On a personal' note, for those
get involved and have a good __
who participated in the
time. Resulting in you feeling
Bike/Hike-and.fee everyone.else -----bet-t-er about yourself.
who helped get the event
organized on Campus, I extend
Some projects to look forward
my thanks and sincere apto are the Weekend of the Child,
preciation to all of you. Without
our regibnal training conference
you it wouldn't have been as
at SUNY....Maritime in the Bronx.
successful as it turned out to be.
Our annual Toy e...Drive in .
The Sports Administration
December, And for those that are
Society and Helpline, along With
adventurous a Halloween Beer
Circle K have proved to be the
Blast in Watertown hosted by the
clubs at Baruch, that not only
Jefferson Community College
care about their own individual
CircieK Club.'

by Janet Walsh

The Black and Hispanic faculty Events: Group discussion
in conjunction with all the Black Location: TBA
and Hispanic clubs of Baruch . PART III:
College will be presenting a day of Time: 4: 15-7:00
e ve n t t s celebrating Black Event: Reception, Music, Food
Solidarity Day, to be held on
Location: Oak &' Marble 'Lounge,
November 3, 1980.
Student Center.
The events for the day, which
Present at' this celebration will
begins at 1:30 will be in three be our new Dean, Dr. Hank
parts:
Wilson Jr. Presidents of various
PART I:
Black and Hispanic Clubs and the
Time: 1:15-2:00
Black and - Hispanic Faculty at
Events:
Opening
address,
Baruch.
.
JSpeakers
AIl are welcome to share in this
Location: 4 South, 23rd St. Bldg.
day's events, as this day will no
PART II:
doubt prove to be "a wery inTime: 2:30-3:45
formative and enlightening one.
HOLIDAYS COMINGNEED EXTRA CASH?

EMT's Needed
It is seven thirty Monday evening. Statistics 1103 is in session
Room 1303 in the 17 lexington Ave. building. Jack Francis. a part
time evening student and long time friend. is sitting adjacent to you.
You notice he -is perspiring and seem to be forcing his breathing.
You ask if he is alright? He says he had to eat on the run and has a
little indigestion but it will pass. A short time later you now notice
that Jack is rubbing his left arm which appears to be in pain. His lips
. are turning a light shade of blue and he becomes very pale. Before
you can say anything to him. he collapses in his chair. When you
reach him, he is cold and clammy. You call for an ambulance which
arrives in about six minutes. The ambulance crew assesses Jack's
'condition and advise that he is dead.
It is a well known fact that time is the primary enemy in the
deliverance of qualified medical help in an emergency situation. If
one individual in Jack's .class had been certified in CPR (Cardio
Pulmonary Resuscitation) and Basic First Aid it could have made
the difference in the Storys' outcome.
Through the cooperation of the Physical and Heealth Education
Dept., the Dean of Students office and Baruch Medical office. CPR
and First Aid training is being made available to the entire Baruch
Community. Faculty. staff -and students alike can be certified in
CPR and First Aid in order that we may augment our existing
medical facilities. All interested parties should contact the Dean of
Students office beween 9 AM & ·S· PM ·Monday·throughFriday Ext.

ANY STUDENT,.
.'

Who has pictures of past events, activities or
just an interesting photo that is associated with
Baruch may submit it to the Yearbook Staff for
consideration.

Student Center
Room #104"

Box #598
Pictures submitted will not be returned.
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.SpringsteenSo~rs

but

,'Sky" Falls
by Jay Scbwartz
Long, dark highways; fast, big
cars; first love; dreams of wealth
and success; failures and. shat-

..

tered nopes-this' is a
. '

crOss

section of American ~ety as we
know it. .
It is the language of Americana
and the translator is Bruce
Springstec:n. Springsteen is the
. only ~ngWriter to emerge from
the late 1970's who is able to tell
us what is wrong with our society
without really criticizing it.
On his latest album, "The
River," (Columbia), his finest
yet, he paints a musical Norman
Rockwell; most of the song titles
on "The River" sound like
Norman Rockwell titles. The
River.is simplistic but goes into
depth in its social commentary.
The title track of the album is a
true . masterpiece destined to

become one' of the finest songs
ever written. Springsteen is not
jllSt a great songwriter, but a hero
as .well, something American
m1lSic bas, missed since the death
of Jim Morrison in 1971. I'm sure
that in the 1980's, American
s()(iety will welcome such a
musical hero.
"The River" is the. most important album of the year. It and
Bruce "The Boss" Springsteen's
concerts should not be missed.

• ••••••

The idea of fusing Rock and
Classical. music is not a new one.
It has been successfully tried by
Emerson, Lake and Palmer; the
Moody
Blues;
and
Rick
~akeman. Today a new group
has appeared that has tried to
capitalize o~ this genre of music.
The group is Sky and their double
album bears the same name.

The problem with "Sky'" is that ,.
it doesn't fuse very well. Side
three for example is all. classical
without a trace of Rock; that's
okay, Some ·of us need to be
cultured. Where, though, is the:
excuse for side two, in which the
whole side' is titled FIFO-yes,
you read it right, FIFO, first jnfirst out. What type of music is
this? Music for accounting
majors? I didn't know the accounting department had a theme
song.
There are some good fusion
numbers
on
here-Bach's
"Toccata (in D minor)" and
"Vivald." Although much of the
double album is a waste, at least
there is no "Fifth of Beethoven"
garbage on here.
Rock Trivia-The answer to
the last issues, trivia (for those
who found it somehow on page

14!): On the "Yes Album"Tony.Kaye was the keyboardist-sOn iU.Relaxer" it was Pat Moraz.
This week's' trivia-Anybody
out there· remember Meatloaf?
by Debbie Jurek
.The days ate shorter, the air is
nippier, and the skies are bleaker.
As the remainder of this past
summer's tan (hard to believe,
summer was only two months
ago) finally fades, we must now
come to terms with the all-tooquickly-approaching
season.
Winter promises to be frosty and
frigid this year. Start preparing to
combat winter's elements with a
warm and practical wardrobe.
Probably one of your best
means of ammunition to invest in
will bea coat. Whether they're
wool, fur or an acrylic blend,
coats are the most used item in
your winter wardrobe. So when
buying, keep durability as well as
warmth in mind.
Coats come in all shapes and
sizes, from bulky wraparounds to
sleek peacoats. Be careful BOt to
make the fatal mistake of buying
one because you happen to like
the style. More than any other
article of clothing, coats have to
be choosen with the individual's
flg-surein mind. As a rule, fuller
figures. look better in the wraps
and cape styles, while doublebreasted button-downs flatter the.
slender build.
Also
when
coat-hunting,
.remember to consider the type of
dresser you are. If you're a slacks
and jeans .person, then the short
pantcoat is perfect for you. This
. season's newest fashion length, .
the three-quarter-length, 'is a
perfect cover-up for the skirt and
.dress wearer.' Trendy types will
adore the' variety of fun furs on
the market. Long or short styles,
from unbeatable- imitations that
look oh-so-real to outrageously
dyed dyed purples and pinks, as
the name implies these furs are
.. ' '·C':

,
<

•.

Well, Mr. Loaf is due. for an
album any year now. No, I'm not
going to ask what his real name is,
but what band did he. play for
before he went solo?

by Robin GoUlieb

I refuse to watch movies on T. V.
It's different with a special or comedy
For their ads are timed precisely
I like my movies commercial free
As the villain is about to fall to his death
Someone butts in and says, HI have bad breath"
If I use his product I soon will be wed
I like my movies uninterrupted
The romantic interlude is about to start
I'm looking forward to the juicy part
Then the scene's deleted-too much smut
I .like my movies to be uncut

fUB to wear.
be warm. If you're the type of
. coats usually. come in basic
person who doesn't like to wear
colors. This is because as
too many clothes, then the best
outerwear, coats have to be able
suggestion is to invest in a coat
to blend well with all types of
that has a thick and insulating
. clothing, Be aware of your skin
lining. It might cost a little more,
tones and hair shades when trying
but on one of winter's ten degree
on . different colored coats.
days you'll appreciate the, inDesigners have created such a
vestment .
variety of tints from the neutrals:
On the other hand if you love
black, white, grey and brown.
layering clothes, then you'll want
One of them will be perfect for
a roomy coat, such as one you
you.
could fit a heavy, bulky sweater
The last rule to abide by when . under. If you are an indoor
showing
for coat, and .probably
person who spends the absolute
7
-_.
the most important, is the -degree--:---miniD\UID time .outdoors, then
of practicalness, Besides being
there's a special line that will
stylisll,and complimentary to
appeal to you. The new coatfigure and coloring, a coat should
jackets
that
are
a
cross

a

Too much violence, the sound goes dead
Language too adult, theybleep what is said
At least, in a theater, I won't be bored
I like my movies uncensored
Commercials are used for getting food to consume
Or simply just going to the bathroom
I hope the sponsors hear my plea
I refuse 10 watch movies on T. V .

somewhere between a wrap
without the belt and a square-cut
without the buttons, will be your
fabulous find. They're totally
impractical because they have no
means of closing, but they are so
deliciously chic. They're a perfect
throw-on for winter's hiber-

nators.
Now that you have these
guidelines, you're all set to
enhance your arsenal witt! a coat
to fight the coming season. Get
going now.. ~use judging by
the rate the temperature is falling
thses days-it's going to be quite .
a battle!'
"
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A Vfew of Another" World
r:

by John Rizzo
are towards- non-Jews. This can
Coming to us from Israel is a be seen when Lee, Assaf's
very moving and realistic por- girlfriend, rries to renew her visa.
trayal of modern day life in that After many unsuccessful. atcountry. "World's Apart," an tempts, she turns to Assaf.
Israeli produced film shor on asking, •'Why do you have to be
location, tells t~e story' of Assaf Jewish to get .anywhere in this
(Amos Kollek), an Israeli activist country?"
Lee is" also the victim of
who sees both his best friend
(played by Joseph Cortese) and discrimination when she visits.
his American girlfriend -(Shelby Assaf's house. His parents, more
Levington) dieat the hands of the directly his mother, are astounded
Arab Terrorists.
that Lee is an American.rand even
"World's Apart" shows the more shocked' when they discover
great amount of tension .which . she is not Jewish. Lee is regarded
lies between the small Arab with extreme hostility, and is
. community living in Jerusalem forced to leave Assaf's house
and the Israeli people. One gets immediately.
"World's Apart" isl based on
an idea of just how prejudice and
discriminating the Israeli people the semi-autobiographical novel

. • f'

of its star. Amos Kollek, entitled
"Don't Ask Me If I Love."
Kollek .is the son of the Mayor
of Jerusalem. He 'spent three years
as 'a paratrooper in the Israeli
army and was a participant in the
Six Day War. It was after this
experience tha.t -the novel was ..
written. Because it-was writtenin
English ·and because it attacked
the Israeli society, itwas canned
by the Jewish press:
Shelby Levington does an
outstanding job in her protrayal
as the American in Jerusalem; the
same, however, does not hold true
for Kollek. He is a very stiff and
...
..
Robin Johnson record a 50Ag ill a scene from ·"'mes
Square"
..
emotionless actor who needs to Trini Alvarado and
.
.t;. . ' ,.
mature if he hopes to be sue~

Times Square

cont. on p. 14. col. 1

by Susan Cuccinello .
(Robin Johnson) a parentless 14"You mustn't be afraid to leap
year-old rebel whose home is on
out into the darkness," rasps
the streets of New York City.
deejay Johnny La Guardia in
Each girl is intrigued by the
response to a plea for help from a
other's lifestyle. and a strange
shy, introverted teenager. So
Pamela Pearl (Trini Alvarado)
bond is created between the two.
They take leave of the hospital,
takes his advice-and then some.
Not only does she leap out into
set up house in an abandoned
the "darkness," but she also
factory and .have fun exploring
leaps into the heart of Times
the seedy side of the city ~
Square, befriending every lowlife
The basic message 0 f the movie
along the way.
is good; that is, there is a time In
everyone's life when, regardless
Pamela's widowed father, you
of what has been taught, 0
s
see, is on a crusade to clean up the
individuality must beesta isl1ed.
tawdry Times Square area. So
If every confused : teenager
deep is his concern for this job
th~(tie·fails to notice the troubles .. .follows the example. set . hi· "ibIS
movie. however, Times Square
his motherless daughter is having
will become the newfound haven
in trying to get through those
for young rebels. So while the
hard adolescent yearsc.Pam is put
message of the movie is good, {he
in a .psychiatric hospital for
testing. Enter Nicki Moratto
CORt. on p. 14, col. 1

---

Shelby Leverington as Lee and Amos Kollek as Assaf in "',"orld's Apart"

Fade to Black .

•

.

•

Should Fade A way
tradietory; he posesses two I
A
new
•'psychological distinct personalities, the senthriller"? Not quite; rather, it sitive, misguided child of society,
could
be
described
as
a and a calculating, cold-blooded
~ •psychological
killer. .. FADE murderer ..
Dr,
Moriarity's
(Tim
TO
BLACK
stars
Dennis
{Breaking Away; Christopher as Thomerson) purpose in the movie
Eric Binford. Eric is a mentally is also never clearly seen. It
disturbed film buff whose idea of appears he would like to help
fun is murder. He manages to Eric. but throughout much of the
escape from his pursuers, the film, he accomplishes nothing.
~)olice and
Dr. Moriarity (a He does appear in 2. rather
psychologist r'v' the criminally amusing scene which has abinsane adolescent), by disguising solutely nothing to contribute to
.iirnself as
l:-:
:'avorite film the movie as a whole. The only
.haracters;
~h~;'
inciude really fine performance, is Eric's
:-1o!",~.lon~
(:assidy,
Count Aunt Stella (Eve Brente Ashe).
....}..-.11:. ~'i: "~. 1~J and Codv
who L killed early in the film,
JI
>:l:";;::~ .a Ja!TI"~s ':-=>u~ne~J cnar acter
Besides being confusinz and
!'ror", WHITf
~ffiAT).
To inconsistent. FADE TO }JLACK
is uso« (HUe too outrageous to be
up -vuh ~--;:,. ;-:~J:-,.:~::' Ma.iivn believed. For example, it rakes a
:.Li;.-~l:1 ¥~ ;::;·(idg.;.I. whom he in- ful:
five minutes for Eric ~l
:)ta.'"i.~lj ralls in iove with and who, plunge ~(; his death whil; being
by chance. bear s ;l remar k r-,:'::! e ;,!i,.,: a: -::~'1 a squac -.:,;Y ,1fmy
,-esemblance to ~\;Iarilyn Morir ;.e. soldiers ,
His love, however, is unrequited,
The writers 0)1 F . \ LS TO
50 he attempts to murder her, He BLACK chose to rely soley on the
falls short of his objective and is sight of biood and gore to stir the
later pursued:" by. the lovely audience into a frenzy .whtle
Marilyn. Confusedf. This seems failing to properly conclude the
.o h~ the obiecnve of the movie.
movie... . It would
be. . better
..
.
. if
.eric's character is also con- . FAD!; rO .BLACK would fade
fusing beca1JSe.:" it. is -so: con- in~~o~...'
-. ,· ...: J;i·· :.::~.l~;"·. 'l~'~~.l: .
, ;:. '.~·~-+'V· l·; ';~ . ;
by Cathy Doonan
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"Students & Faculty are cordially
mvited to visit our
factory Monday-Friday
between. the hours of
3PM-6PM·.and Saturdays'
·10AM~2PM;~· We are.
offering the newest
looks in:',~ur
Fashion at-nearly

•

wholesaleprices.
Prepare yourself for the .c
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That is a shame. however, for
the Dlanand his stories are. truly
.unique. full. of taleIit~' '8Dd' entertaining: StephenWade·has put
..... together a truly astounding.
·. -IeCtIOD· of, tall tales ranging from
.··5torics:·-about his .ownexperience
.·.at
contest referred to in the
.title toa four minute rendition,
complete with virtuoso .: banjo
"":PIayi~ .of "Beauty and The
Beast."
The insights offered. by tms
show are many and diverse.
Wade, a.performer who is able to
combine enormous talent with a
truly personal feel for his
audience,
paces
the· show
beautifully. He turns his defeat at
the contest -into a personal
triumph,
tells
unexpectedly
hilarious stories from American
Folklore, and even brings in one
to add a 'touch of suspense to the
proceedings.
The versatility of the performer
and this show are amazing.
Wade, who put the show
together, never stops moving. His
fingers always flying up and down

. the banjo. using the entire sta&e, . and .even .comiq out into the
audience to show his inStiument
and as pan of a, sequence. he is
the picture of true..involvement inhis art.
This is not just aloolc at
someone playing the .-banjo~
however. His. .own character
comes shining ..through·in his
performance . an~ . in ~s..asides
between tales. His ~umor· is se-f
effacing, and he borders ..m meek
between episodes.
..
When he starts on astor~:
however, he changes. The voice
becomes stronger, the eyes ligh t
up, and he starts moving like he
really knows where, he's going.
The words come' effortlessly and
freely,' and feelings behind the
story are strong and true.
While this show may not be for
everyone, 'it is a truly entertaining .,
evening and one that doesn't take
itself .seriously. The performer's
strong .r sense
of
humor,
prodigious talent, and great
material make for a one of a kind
experience.

me

Sieven Wade in hiso.e .anBroathray show
Banjo Contest and How I Lost: .~
'by j"linForde
Of course, they could have Yes, that is the title of one of the
called it just Banjo Dancing but most fun filled and inventive
then they would have lost the true evenings that I. have ever spent in .
flavor of the show. They also a theater.
would have lost HOr the 48th
A word of warnings must
Annual Squitters Mountain Song precede any review, however. If
Dance Folklore Convention and you are not into forms of en-

tenainment such as storytelling or
old country music, then this show
is not for you. Many critics of this
show will surely walk out early,
panning it as "unsophisticated"
and even "boring" for just one
man to stand up there and tell
stones.

!

-

Mencken's One-Man Show

c

by Jolin Forde

H.L. Menoken is one of tne
stalwarts of American . journalism. A turn . of the century
publisher and general commentator on his own times, his
acerbic wit probably .. seems- an
inviting 'subj~,fc;)[ a.9D~;~
show. This was the bait that has
'. been taken in a .new one' man
show at The' American Place
Theater. John Rothman stars as
Mencken, playing the famous
reporter as he discourses at length
on the benefits and' evils of
drinking, polincs, and the masses
in general.
There have been a few very
good one man shows lately.
Henry Fonda did Clarence
Darrow. and the memories of
Will Rogers as they were told by
James Whitmore could only be
described
as
magical.
This
production, however, just does
· not measure up. The staging and
· acting are a4~.ate~ but it is the
subject,
or c~f.suQj~ts,
that
-.
...
. -:.--a:."..:.
"'_~

.~.

~~.~

~

~_.

simply does not make the play an
effective one.
The subjects that Menoken
deals with mostly are booze,
people in general, and politics,
but mostly with booze. Drinking
heartily all through the per-'
f~, .he expounds .that
alcohol is theUfuel for all'
journalistic endeavors. But ,he
had never so much as imbibed a.
single glass of beer himself before
writing anything.
In covering the Great Baltimore
Fire of 1904, Mencken points ou-t
that the people who drank while
working were unable to perform
for quite a while after the job.:
while the people who remained
sober needed only a day or two to
get back into form. All in all, the
ramblings form what is probalby
the most ambivalent temperance
lecture ever given. HiS message is.
"If you drink, don't write." At
least until after the hangover is
past.
While the words of Mencken
U

are intriguing, once you get past
his message. there IS too little of
the actual character to deal with.
He does not open up enough of
himself for the person to see in.
There is just one fleeting moment
of vulnerability in the entire play.
Mencken talks about why he has ..
never married, and wistfully ~
describes a scene
where-he
.
. cart faIt'
asleep while his dream wife would
,> .'
."
try to talk to him. This moment,
however, is very quickly past and
he is on again about another
•
subject,
The production is not without
its merits, however. Thernusical
arrangements are very good,
ranging in scope from Brahms'
waltzes to Ragtime. There are two
other people onstage. One a piano
player. who is clearly in awe of
Mencken but who never speaks
The impossible MftlC'ken as portrayed by John ·Rolll.an
except for a little singing. The
other is a bartender who is put up
across the country at one time or
account . of Mencken, or acas a presidential candidate by
another.
. curately portray the personalirv
Menoken in a scene that must
All I can hope is that this play of this great wit; there must have .
have occurred in almost every bar
did not really give an accurate been more to him than that.

Sim: An Enchanting:
Undertaker
by Dawn Rodriguez
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but capture the hearts of everyone
on in a kind of gossipy lingo thai'
"SIM: One Night With' a Lady
in the audience.
can't help but ;WId tlw audience's
Undertaker From Texas," is a
Sim recollects her life as a lady
attention.. :
whimsical rale based on the true
undertaker in Yoak ur-. Texas to
The hour an« ~~ haf~ play
life aCCOUI!LS of Mrs. Elma Beale
her captive listeners " ... .. making
moved along at' a «omfertable
Beck, brought to life by director
homemade bread fron: cratch in
pace. A one woman show needs
William Osborne. and actress
her kitchen, or while sining in her
an excellentectress to hold an;
Mary Bozeman.
rocking chair on her back porch.
audiences attention asvell as Ms. .,
The title of the play is enough
She begins by telling how she
Bozeman does. It was ,10 surprise
to catch one's attention, or at
came to be Mrs. Beck' the lady
to this criticwhen the audience
:
least makes you wonder how a
undertaker, and continues her
responded with --,.,~;
standing"
play like this could possibly work.
epilogue
with
fascinating,
ovation.
. ..
.'
Well believe me, if there is one
detailed stories about some of the
If you have extra: time •
thing this play does, it is work.
people and experiences she has
wholeheartedIY"~~~~dYou" .
'.: - . , ._ ..' Ms. Bozeman, i~ a one. woman
encountered in her lifetime.
spend it at the 'American Pl~ce
. ::.~r .J·~.l. ·:;sllo.w, takes1t'he cnai-~tr of Si1ri'~: ;'lozeinan's·· style . for this Theatre, I~e(f:at ..rtw. "46tf;-'
:"y' '.:
and' projects the-i~e of. a vivid, pal1iculaF role is that of an' old St., and·.·.wbjria··:ehJOya))te~h
. ~ lively old -wom8R·,wbo-~t~:hetp.~
.. ,_-\Vq~,~o,can>~~ble..on.:an~~--.show-t~is-'~· ~':' .,~ .:....~_.. ,- ----:-.- .. ---~
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cont. f; n p. 13

way in .hich it is presented is not.
Most of the movie is too
ridicule IS to be taken seriously.
Where, for example, do the girls
manage to find an endless
wardrobe of .outlandish punkstyled outfits? And how can these
two innocents walk down
Manhattan's 42nd Street without
being ~oPOsitioned by at least
one pel . ert?
The two redeeming qualities of
the movie are its soundtrack and
acting. Classic punk numbers'
such as The Ramone's "I Wanna
Be Sedated," along with the new
"Damned Dog" work well in

establishing the mood, of the
movie. Robin Johnson makes an
explosive screen debut in a role
which would prove challenging
even for an established actress.
Trini Alvarado makes Pam's
personality transition seem
natural, and Tim Curry seems to
have a.marvelous time protraying
the-deejay who befriends the girls.
Unfortunately, the music and
acting are not enough to save this
movie; in fact, nothing could save
this movie. Hopefully, the future
of its stars will not be damaged by
their appearnace in this dreadful
film.
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More Friday Classes For Spring
coat. from p. 1

grid may be capable of revision so
that students will encounter fewer
long gaps between their classes,
"For both facultyand students,"
he thinks," Aspects of the
schedule that lead to the inefficdent use of time are an important
source of dissatisfaction. "
.Dr. Storer is working now on a
grid that may resolve some of the
problems. he has identified. If
preparation stays on schedule, he

expects to consult with Acting
Vice President Connelly, Director
of. Student Administrative Services Peter Jonas, and the Educational Policy Committee before
the end of the semester. If consensus can be achieved, he will then
present a proposal to the Provost,
Dr. Philip Austin. And if all goes
well, it maybe possible to use the
improved grid for schedulng next.
fall's classes.

having classes in different
buildings on the same day, I find
that less than a quarter of them
report iany difficulty in getting
from one to the next."
But he does not believe all is.
sweetness and light. 'The findings," according to, Storer,
.""
"point to two aspects of the present schedule that students find
particularly irksome.'! These are
the relatively small number of
classes that meet on Friday and
the between-class gaps built into
the grid itself.
"On the basis of my findings,"
eont. from p. 2
Storer says, "I would recommend
But now we are losing the battle
We too 'can make our... America a
an increase in the number and
of
public
'education
in
our
own
.
better and happier-country on the
variety of classes meeting .on Fri-·
midst. We must be ashamed that
basis of education, the grandest
day." He admits that Fridays
the millions of poor downtrodden
force of liberation in the life of
have religious significance for
cont, from p. 13
Americans are being deprived of rnankind.
some faculty and students, and
all the lights and blessings of
our political establishment who
that it seems a particularly good
cessful in the American Film
learning. Rights which we take
engineer retrenchments without
day for full-time work, but
Industry. Kollek seems to read his
for granted are being alienated,
cease in our school complex, our
believes [hat additional efforts to
lines straight from the script,
rudely stolen from us. Just at the
people's university and our public
offer more classes on that day
making the movie drag.
moment when the problem of
libraries, to our consternation,
might payoff in higher student
With better acting and better
illiteracy IS becoming so serious
our grief and agony. Does it mean
satisfaction.
directing, "World's Apart" could
and frightful in city and nation,
nothing that· worthwile .' funcFinally, he suggests, the present
have been a top-rated : movie.
we have lost our immemorable . tionaries in every category,
cherished -night school program
teachers, librarians, counsellors,
Published
OffiCe of education, fane of much loving clerks, secretaries and main....
...t
remembrance. How can it be
tenance men are being eliminated
of Student
forgotten that over the fleeting
everywhere? The entire domain of
years
and
decades
and
popular education seems doomed
Monday, November 3, 1980
generations so many thousands of
to an unending onslaught of
Oak & Marble
12:00 - 6:00 pm
Solardarity ~vents
poor
working
adults
have
studied
punishment
and buffeting. The
Student Center
Black & Hispanic Fae.
in that blessed institution, poor
system which should thrive sacred
Oak & Marble
6:00 - 7:30 pm
Solidarity Program
immigrant workers from Europe
in unassailable honor and dignity
Student Center
B.L.A.C.K.
and elsewhere? So they became
suffers damage in every sector.
Wednesday, November 5. 1980
good loyal Americans, imbibing
To-day our. magnificient food
and fabling the praises of their
surplus, the marvel and envy of
Rm. 302
Meeting
4:00 - 6:00 pm
S. C ~P.:B.
Student Center
all .nations, .nourishes the whole
new homeland. With the demise
of our night school complex arid
wide world. Our farmers with all
Central Park
Soccer
3:30 pm
96th
St.
Ramapo/Baruch
the starving and shriveling of our
their wizardry, their masterly
once goodly organization of free
techniques,
their "
SUPernal
Oak Lounge
"Arnis" Martial Arts
5: 30 - 7: 30 pm
Student
Center
S.C.P.B.
public libraries, what agency and
energies, their achievement of
what means of education will
staggering abundance, are the
Thursday, November 6, 1980
exist for all the poor?
wonder workmen of a dazzle
Film: "And Justice for All"
Oak Lounge
5:30 pm
Surely education is an ongoing
universe. Surely all mankind are
S.C.P.B.
Student Center
experience from cradle to grave.
beholden to us for the gifts of
Women's Vo:leyball
Away
7:00 pm
Education should never die for us
liberality flowing' from such
Manhattan ~ollege
when the doors of our sweet
incomparable management.
Friday, November 7, 1980
mothering academy. close behind
We are known as the foremost
Film:"And Justice for All"
Rm. 114
us and after we have enjoyed the
1 : 00 & 3: 00 pm
manufacturers
of
warlike
S.C.P.B.
24th St.
entertainment of the comweapons under the gallant perWomen's Volleyball
Away
mencement ceremony, when all of missiveness and grace of Mars.
7:00 pm
Concordia/Baruch
us in cap and gown in the comWe market our armaments
Monday, November 10, 1980
pany of parents, relatives and
everywhere, to all buyers, large
friends listen to the kindly
and small. What limit is there to
6:30 - 9:30 pm
Octoberfest
Globus Lounge
harangues of our dear scholarly
the output of dread lethal things,
German Club
360 PAS
guides, authorities and mentors.
tanks, combat planes, artillery,
Wednesday, November 12, 1980
We demand the return of free
munitions and other such. im5 : 30 - 7: 30 pm
"Arnis" Martial Arts
Oak Lounge
tuition in our long respected and
plements of- death and destrucS.C.P.B.j212
Student Center
renowned city university. We
tion? Also our. apparatus of
7:30 pm
Women's Volleyball
Home
must not live with the hardships
intrigue and subversion infests the
ManhattanvillejBaruch
and injustices of the tuition fee
whole globe. We seek to surpass
Thursday, November 13, 1980
system. We, must make all
our archrivals, the Russians, in
America a land of free' tuition
this game of harm and endless
11: 30
2:30 pm
Diwali Day
Globus Lounge
India in ~.Y.
360 PAS
universities. We must also strive
ruin.
for
a
mighty
sovereign
All humanity must live in
12:00 - 2:00 pm
Speaker: Vivian Werner
RID. 825
American Mktg. Assoc.
26th St.
educational
awakening
and' eternal. wonderment of our exeverywhere in our broad domain; ploits in thedark cold realm of
12:00 - 2:00 pm
Meeting
RID. 302
Class 1983
Student Center
in all American cities and
space. Single-handed we
o~
communities large and small we . intrepid explorers, our space
12:00 - 2:00 pm
Ski Show/Movie
Oak Lounge
Ski Club
must inspire holy fervor for this
Student Center
raiders,
our
warriors
and
crusade.
gladiators voyaging to the moon
12:15 - 1:45 pm
Film
Rm. 1323
Chinese Students
Everywhere in the world where arid back to our mother "earth. In
23rd St.
we see a noble democratic
the ageless splendor. of ': this
12:30 - 2:00 pm
Anti-Rape Lecture
4North
system-and
the
world'
affords
Veterans As s oc ,
23rd St.
conquest of almighty space we
.
some
illustrious
examples,-this
stand alone in the life of
5:30 pm
Film: "\f:"at balls"
Oak Lounge
system
with
all
its
advantages,
its
S.C.P.E.
mankind. Ours alone are the
Studerit Center
and
beneficence'
wholesomeness
triumphal
trophies, the spoils, all
Friday, November 14, 1980
and beauty .grew up upon a great
that distinction. Who could be so
1:00 & 3:00 pm
Film: "~leathalls"
Rm . 114
fine
foundation
of
public . ignorant, so benighted, so perS.C.P.B.
24th St.
education. .Let this hallowed versely obstinate, so mad as to
context this fact?
....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. nurture work and' flourish here.
.
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Intramurals Conduct Mile Runs
that the Pace University game be
cancelled.
On October 18th, the one,
three, six, and ten mile runs were
held in central Park. There were
. separate races for men- .and
women. Men participated in all·
four races where as women only
took part in the one and three
mile runs.
In the ten mile run, Gerry
'Mortenson won the race easily
with a- time of· 62:35. Bobby
Holness and Hugh Holman _
finished second and third with
times of 66:29 and 68:34,
respectively. In this contest, Dean
Bruce Tuckman came in fourth.

The six mile race contained
four loops which each contestant
must run, David Gonzalez
completed the race in fourty-two
minutes
and
ten
seconds.'
Finishing. in the place position.
was Mike Cumberbatch in 43:51.
Bringing up the rear was Hugh
Holman with a time of 44:42.
There were only three participants
in this event.
In the women's three mile run, .
Mia Switz was the· winner in
30:26. This time encompasses her
running of two loops. Leslie
Cornell ran second in thirty-three
minutes and seventeen seconds.
The victor in the men's three mile

run was Ephraim Gonzalez. He
scampered past the finish line in
20:24.
Jan Smail and Philip 'Marnby
won the women's and men's one
mile run, respectively. The times
were 13:35 and 9:58.
There are many tournaments
going on during club hours with
Director
Tom
Intramural
Cracovia being in charge. These
contests include men's tennis,paddleball,
basketball,
table
tennis, and women's paddleball.
Most of these competitions are in
the first round so go out and see
your fellow Baruch students do
battle in various sports.

-

Peanuts © by C.Schultz
so '(00 SAl( \(00 W~

IN CASE '(OlmE ~N6,.
AARRJET IS ALL RJ6J.rr..THE
ROUND-HEADED KID IS
6OIN6 1"C' BAIL HER OUT•••

.,

THAT'S WHEN AARRIET
IotIT THe 6lUE JAI( IN
THE FACE WITf.( THE

lNSOLll~ AND lltAT'S
WHEN ITIW'PENEQ HUH?

ROOT SEER WHEN THESE
8U1EJA'I5 CAME IN...

~._-~>~

.. ~ ~. ~~

~ef STARTED TO GET

IN THI5PLACEP CAlLED
"TJ.{E SlRDBAlH DRINKING

AN6EL-'FOOO CAKE!

THAT'S WHEN StE010 IT?

ACROSS
1 Opera
6D1shonor
11 Hr. part
14 Wild buffalo
15 Algret
16 Vehicle
17 Raiders' chief
18 Shed light

mark
68 G.,ne birds
69 Eye problem
70 Texas player
71 DId farming .

20 Fur
22 Axed shoes

DOWN
1 Supporter

a aa :J[~ a (J 0 0 0 n tJ [J

l!::J::J[](J O~DrJ OOOc:J
[J:::J[Jij::J[J[Jc:J[!]D OC:J8l:J
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C 1em United Featur. Sy_M. Inc.
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67 Insertion
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

23 Containers
2 Constellaticwt ~~IIJII
[J[![]O ::JrJ[JOD i:Jot:J.:J
25 Badgerlike
3 Story within. ~::lc:l(][! (JULlO(J [JOD
:10[:] DOS£] DDD
mammal
story
[J3ll O(JO O(!J(J[][J
28 OCtavia's
4 Soothsayers
3ClO::J0300 (J£](:J[J[![]
mate
5 semester
[l)
(] r.J (J :UJ S n u n [J c:J [] (J
29 JUngfrau. e.g. 6 Bible land
- A L D[!U::J E][](3c:J[J
30 SCoffer
7 Dissenter
E
32 More wan
8 Airline abbr. -- - • K Y E (][![](] DiiOlJD
34 Ontarian. e.g. 9Exttnct bird 30 Waste
48 Tokyo of ofd
39 Courtesan: It. 10 Finishes
31 Rages
50 Cinders
33 Eon
42 Eyeglass
11 Climb
51 Wheat
43 Younger:
12 Devourer
35 Beetle
52 A Roosevelt
3 words
13 Faith
36 Rink sport:
53 Verb ending
45 Elms
19 Charged par2 words
55' Ringworm
.46 Straightmen
ticle. .
37 Alaskan
.. 57 Ten: Comb.
49 Shack
21 Anger
.38 Retreats
form
50 Wine center 23 Nippon
40 Tosspots
59 Close by
54.Stltched
24 Poplar
41 Agave
61 Owns
55 Children
26 Kind of
44 WidoW
62 Table scrap
~ Exhaust
cheese
47 Reaches:
64 Compass pt.
58 Accentless
27 Ught fabric
2 words
SS·CoIor

....;.-~~

6

60 Porcupines
63 Signer
66 long ago
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
FACULIT SERVICE A WARD
NOMINATION FORM
Full name and rank of nominee
Department of nominee

-=--

•
•
•

_

•

Name-and-titleof individual making nomination

Address
Phone (home)

Soccer

_

Criteria:

Coot. from p. 16
With a record of 7-o-1~ an
undefeated thirteen game season
is within reach. The N.C.A.A. or
E.C.A.C. committee will then
decide if the team deserves a bid
in the playoffs. Since it's normal
for undefeated teams to get in,
. things look bright.
In the background looms a
menacing thought, though. Wi 11_
the team let down now, and' play

I. The services provided by the faculty nominee should provide an inspiration for

student emulation and appreciation.
2. The services rendered should be above and beyond the faculty member's regular
responsibilities.
s3. The service to the students and/or the college should have taken place over a con- .
tinuous period of years.
4. The services to the students and/or the college may have taken place on or off
campus.
Basis for nomination: (briefly but in more than one or two words describe how the
nominee meets each of the above criteria.)

Any other comments you may wish to make:

snug . soccer? Their biggest
conflict could be with themselves,
if they let it happen. But hard
work can eliminate that problem
from- arising In that case, victory
is assured.
Thefteam closes the season with
three home games against Staten
Island on. Nov. 1, Ramapo on
Nov. 5 and Mercy College on
Nov, 8. They deserve a hero's
welcome.
e,

WANTED: W0Eten interested in participating in the exciting
sport of Fencing, No Experience Necessary. For information,
come to the Fencing Room, Room 1125 23rd Street Bldg. 3-6
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Volleyball Team Short on Manpower.
by Thomas Schwartz
With a 3-1 win over Saint
Thomas Aquinas, on October) 5,
the Baruch Women's Volleyball
Team upped their record to seven
wins and one lose, the lone defeat
coming at the hands of Lehman.
Though the team has been
winning, it is still. plagued by a
shortage of manpower-for the
October 22 game with C.C.N. Y.,
Coach Debbie Ferretti had only
seven women t hat were able to
play.
Because of these circumstances
and the fact that the team must
have six players on the court at
one time, this leaves just one on
the bench to be called upon to
give a starter some rest during the
course of the game. Coach
Ferretti does not have the luxury
to make certain changes on the
floor as she would if she had
twelve players on the team.
To help solve this problem, she
has had to switch players from
their regular roles to newer ones.
Freshman Robyn Bethea "set" in
t he October 15 match for the first
time although she is usually used
as a spiker. A "setter". is a player
who sets up the ball so the spiker
can drive it over the net. Doris Ko
has also made a similar change.
Despite t his shortage. the team
has enjoyed a fine )980 season.
With Baruch breezing by Nyack,
Medgar Evers, and Dominican,
t he women went up against an
excellent
team
from
Mercy
College. Baruch won the wellplayed match. 3 games to 2 (15-8,
7)15,15-12,12-15,16-14). Doris
Ko, Yasmin Young and Rosa
Estevez proved to be the outstanding players for the winning
side. But Coach Ferretti added,
"we have six girls out there doing
the job . . . that's what makes us
a good team."
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Womens Volle~'ball Team is high atop their division - photo
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Coach Henry takes time out to pose with team.
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Statesmen Stretch Streak to 8
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by ~Iichael Rivera
The soccer field shakes fiercely
with the sound of running feet. A
powerful team approaches. If not
for the blue and whi-te uniforms
they wear. they would be
unidentifiable blurs to the opposition. They strike hard and
fast with a bite much worse than
their bark. In their wake lies
another fallen team. The Baruch
Statesmen continue to bury their
foes.
Stretching their undefeated
streak to eight more games, the
team is still making believers out
of doubters. Recently, York
College, and Hunter College were
rudely reacquainted with this
revamped Baruch team. Both
teams were shut out. York was
defeated 3-0, and Hunter fell 8-0 .
For the first time in -a. long time,
Baruch fosters a very dangerous
team. as people are just now
learning. But the team is learning,
too.
"The whole team is an im-

proved team. and getting better
with every game. They're understanding more and m-oTe1rbout
completing the plays they start,"
said an elated Coach Henry.
With a powerful ally like time
feeding the team with more experience each game, how far can
the team go?' Their most recent
outings may be the best indication
of what they're capable of. In
their game against York, the
Statesmen handled their opponents with few difficulties.
Mark Younker scored a hat trick,
bringing his goal total to nine.
Three days later, they routed
Hunter with Francis Traverso
scoring three goals, Younker
scoring two more, and Clive
Mullings, Ray "Sugar" Charles,
and Michael Oxley scoring one
each.
At this point. the Statesmen
have only fi~games left in the
regular season, The season was.
shortened when it' was decided
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